Videos of Bradford Hill Conference October 2016

Videos available from Bradford Hill Conference lectures

Last October the Royal Society of Medicine hosted a conference:

**Association or causation in miasmas and mixtures: Current reflections on Bradford Hill’s 1965 contribution to Public Health**

reflecting on the seminal Hill paper on assessing causality.

Many of the talks were recorded and you can see them online.


The RSM has many videos of its past lectures, though many require membership and login to view. The videos which were recorded from the Bradford Hill conference (most of the keynote lectures, but not the discussion or discussants) are all open access and can be found here, although they will become harder to find as more recent lectures are added: http://videos.rsm.ac.uk/specialties/epidemiology-public-health-section

We are assembling our own website which indexes the available videos, and it will also include some of the powerpoint presentations and the planned papers which should be finalised over the coming months: http://www.brunel.ac.uk/research/Institutes/Institute-of-Environment-Health-and-Societies/Workshop-to-mark-50th-anniversary-of-seminal-public-and-environmental-health-lecture
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